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	            	                    [image: Montmartre, the heart of artistic Paris, is on the brink of becoming a UNESCO World Heritage site! 🍾  Montmartre's candidacy for UNESCO World Heritage status in 2024 is driven by a desire to protect its rich cultural history and unique architectural landscape. This initiative, led by a local association and supported by Mayor Éric Lejoindre, seeks to preserve the area's artistic heritage, embodied by its association with famous artists like Picasso and Modigliani, and its iconic landmarks such as the Sacré-Coeur. The candidacy reflects a broader effort to safeguard the distinctive character and historical significance of this Parisian quarter, ensuring its legacy for future generations.  So this iconic district, could soon join the ranks of the world's most cherished landmarks. Explore the charm of Montmartre and some key addresses to save for your visit with our blog post (link in bio). As a cooking school that’s resided in this neighborhood since 2007, we know our stuff!  -  -  -  @cntraveler @ricksteveseurope @jetaimemeneither @thetravelynn @theveryhungrygal @chubby_wanderer @thesugarologist @theearfultower   #parisnow #parisobviously #paris_vacations #thingstodoinparis #visitparisregion #visitparislikeaparisian #parissecret #parissecrets #parissecretplaces #exploreparis #pariswithlove #parisnews #parishistory #montmartre  𝗖𝗼𝗼𝗸'𝗻 𝗪𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗖𝗹𝗮𝘀𝘀 - 𝗙𝗿𝗲𝗻𝗰𝗵 𝗰𝘂𝗶𝘀𝗶𝗻𝗲 𝘄𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗮 𝗱𝗮𝘀𝗵 𝗼𝗳 𝗳𝘂𝗻 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗮 𝗵𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗳𝘂𝗹 𝗼𝗳 𝗳𝗹𝗮𝘃𝗼𝗿]
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            	                    [image: If you love cheese and you’re visiting Paris believe me, you’re in for a treat. But if you love cheese and you’re visiting Paris from June 3rd there’ll be something truly special waiting for you!  Paris is about to open a unique Cheese Museum on Rue Saint-Louis en l'Île, starting June 3rd. This museum offers an interactive exploration of France's cheese heritage, from the intricacies of cheese-making to a delightful tasting experience.  The journey includes a live dairy section for witnessing cheese production and delves into the diverse regions of France through their iconic cheeses. 🧀   Will you be adding it to your itinerary?  Don’t forget to book a bread class with us so that when you take your new cheese knowledge home, you can pair it with a freshly baked baguette! Link in bio 🥖   -  -  -  #TasteOfFrance #ParisianDelights #FoodCultureExploration #GastronomyTourism #ParisNewAttraction #lovecheese #cheeseaddict #cheeselovers #cheeseplatter #cheeseheaven #cheeseplease #cheeseandwine #cheeseaddiction #cheeseandwinenight #frenchcheese #frenchcheeses #frenchcheeseboard   @museefromageparis @frenchcheeseboard @adebisidotco @leonardshea @kasiadietz @the.eye.news @paris.insight @annejeanneinparis @explorefrance @sissyinparis  𝗖𝗼𝗼𝗸'𝗻 𝗪𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗖𝗹𝗮𝘀𝘀 - 𝗙𝗿𝗲𝗻𝗰𝗵 𝗰𝘂𝗶𝘀𝗶𝗻𝗲 𝘄𝗶𝘁𝗵 𝗮 𝗱𝗮𝘀𝗵 𝗼𝗳 𝗳𝘂𝗻 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗮 𝗵𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗳𝘂𝗹 𝗼𝗳 𝗳𝗹𝗮𝘃𝗼𝗿]
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			Visit our online shop for the perfect souvenir or gift idea from your favorite French cooking school in Paris. Cook’n With Class’s online gift shop is open. Click to visit!
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